October 12th, 2018

The Trip Never Ends It Only Gets Better

February 14th 2018 was the best Valentine day present ever, we was on our way to
Haiti, not knowing this would Be Chris’s last trip ever, Chris always said he wanted to
expose more African Americans to Haiti, that he felt we didn’t do enough mission work.
Chris had a chance to visit the new church in La Session and also enjoy an over night
stay in the mountains again. He even walked the path, that had been carved out to
where the new clinic will be. He was able to see it all. He said I want people to see what
Marcel is doing up here, so he actually did an interview with Pastor Marcel about the
clinic.
Chris was actually standing ,with arms wide open, on a huge rock that set close to the
edge and I said “ Don’t you fall off that rock and his reply was “if I fall I will be right at
home and close to Haven.”
While we were in Haiti I received a call telling me they were putting my grandmother on
Hospice care and she passed the February 19th the day before we were headed back. I
have to say Chris was my ROCK that I knew would not
move.
Deep down inside his trip felt so special to me and I
couldn’t understand why, but now I know why, because
it would be our last trip together.
Shared by Terri Whiteside
The Story Continues

From the first trip with Chris it was so obvious that the Lord had captured his heart with
Haiti. Next he led a team which was just the first of many and he wanted to see the
School Building at Colmini brought to completion. Little did any of us know, that would
come to it's fullness this very year. With its dedication scheduled for next February as
Terri leads a team from Tennessee to celebrate what God has done. We may see this
"seed" as having fallen and died but God had other plans and now this seed will multiply
far beyond expectations. John 12:24 "I tell you the truth, unless a kernel of wheat falls
to the ground and dies, it remains only a single seed. But if it dies it produces many
seeds.”
To Explore Even More
The needs can be overwhelming so with Marcel to help the question is asked, What
else is needed? Visit's to other areas show so many needs but one final one for Chris
stands out. It's up on the "mountain" in the Fond
Baptist area. A vision of a clinic that will be as
permanent as anything is but this one will be the first
permanent one in the area with plans in the future for
quarters for doctors, nurses and staff.

Testimonies are coming
Watch in the days to come for more about the changes that
are coming in the mountain clinic and testimonies of what
the Lord has done.

Upcoming

Amazing Grace
For many years now leaders from EMEVI and many,
many other Christian groups all over Haiti gather at Bois
Neuf for a training session. This year is no exception and
starting October 31st going to November 2nd they will
come. The main topic this year - Amazing Grace.
Please pray for Marcel and the Instructors

